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FOREWORD

Puhoi, February 2018

Dear Members and Affiliated
I thank you for the confidence shown to me for the past year!
I would like to write a few lines talking about all of us, reviewing the past year, and have a
quick look-out into 2018.

Foremost – I especially want to thank and express our gratitude to






The Wellsford Library and its staff members for providing us a great meeting location.
Roger Davis for hosting our repeater site.
Ron Crawley for running our homepage.
Individual members and visitors who gave generous donations to the club.
All XYLs for coping with their partners who spend lots of time with the Club and hobby,
hanging wires in the garden and the trees, interfering with the TV reception and
sometimes adjusting their bed time to the HF propagation cycles.
It is the generous support of all of you that makes it possible to keep our Club
operating!

Thank you for the trust and confidence you've had in me and I hope you have enjoyed the
past year with the RARC!
I wish you and your family a healthy, happy and successful 2018!

Yours truly,

Paul Kaufmann– ZL1PAK
President of the Rodney Amateur Radio Club, Branch #71 NZART

Date: February 2018
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CLUB MEMBERS
Club Members
Currently we count 17 members
We have




welcomed 3 HAMs as new members:
Gary Ball – ZL1FAB
Mark Windram – ZL1UHS
Sandy Johnston – ZL1AXL

We sadly




lost 2 members (Silent Key) and 1 member’s XYL:
Ross Hendriksen - ZL1BJA – 16.8.2016
Thelma Davis – ZL1SQV XYL – 9.6.2017
Stan Davis – ZL1SQV – 6.10.2017

At our monthly meetings we usually meet with around 6-10 members.
Some members have a long drive to join the meeting but come regularly.
Many thanks to all of you who take the time and distance for coming to our meetings - your
presence and participation help us to keep the Club operating!

FINANCES
Finances
We have a positive amount of money in our bank accounts and no outstanding payments.
Numbers and details are provided as usual via our monthly newsletters.
I suggest the following BUDGET for the coming year 2018:
IN:
-15x Membership Fee:
300.--??? Donations:
100.-OUT:
-License Fee:
-Stationary, Postage, Gifts:
-Library Fees:
-Replacement antenna and material

50.-180.-154-to-231.-310.--

With all the expenses paid we will have a LOSS of about 294-to-371 Dollars. That money will
be taken out from the bank accounts.
My thanks go to Paul S. – ZL1VPS, our treasurer who manages all our cheque payments,
expenses, bank accounts, book keeping and monthly reports.

Date: February 2018
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REVIEWING 2016 / 2017
Reviewing 2016 / 2017
We had a good start into the year and we had a well-attended AGM in February both years
(7 members in 2016 and 11 members in 2017).
We have elected for Paul (me), staying as President – Andrew for Secretary – Alan as
Entertainment and Education Officer – Mike and Ken as our Repeater Trustees #1 and #2 Cecil to be Honorable Repeater Trustee #3 - Stanley for Official Contact Person - Paul Sole
as Treasurer and AREC Contact.
We unanimously agreed for the annual subscription fee to be NZD20.— and we have
discounted the subscription fee for Ron to reward him for his great work with our webpage.
Andrew our Secretary does a lot of work for us in the background. It is quite remarkable
how well he is supporting us, considering that he spent most of the year away from home,
down Hamilton.
Andrew makes sure that we have a topical members’ list, all the licence fees paid, all
emails and invites being sent to everyone, addresses and other data are maintained and
updated.
Andrew is liaising with NZART, keeps contacts to other HAMs and is going to HAM events or
conferences.
Our Club gives Andrew a lot of work so we should give him a helping hand whenever
possible.
I am really grateful that Andrew shows persistence and stays with us although he is away
from home most of the time and quite stressed out with his job.
Having access to the Wellsford Library as our meeting venue is still a real jewel for us.
As of 2018 the Library has to charge us a small fee for letting their meeting room. This is a
requirement by the ARC. The Library staff is trying all possible for helping and keeping our
expenses as low as possible. They are very very (!) helpful and considerate and we owe
them a lot of gratitude.
Our end of year appreciation gift basked was a nice surprise and very welcomed by the
recipients. It was filled with chocolate, cookies and handcrafted soap.

Date: February 2018
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Roger Davis the landowner of our repeater site received a bottle of his favourite Gin (and a
fishermen’s soap) and he was very happy. He sends us his thanks to all R.A.R.C. members.

We explained the Library staff and Roger that they are great support for us and we highly
appreciate their generous help.

In the past year we could welcome a growing number of visitors.
Special thanks are going to
 Tim Streeter
 Grant Manning-ZL1GSM
 Roy Sargon-ZL1LK
 Tony Stroobant-ZL1TS
 Mark Windram-ZL1UHS, Mark first came as a visitor but is now a valuable member of
our Club 
We got 3 new Club members - Gary, Mark and Sandy. This is great!
The very sad news is that we have lost Ross Hendriksen – ZL1BJA (SK) and Stan Davis –
ZL1SQV (SK).
Stan passed away 4 month after his wife died in June 2017.
All great personalities, good friends and very experienced HAMs. We have lost them and
they can never be replaced.
We miss you and we will remember you!!!

Date: February 2018
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Our Repeater gave us a bid of head ache with bad performance (2nd half 2017). Mike found
out that the SWR worsen over time and it actually rose up to a non-acceptable level. We
had to get the repeater offline to prevent it from overloading due to the bad SWR.
When we got the antenna down for investigation we saw cracks and we suspected water
ingress.
The coax cable looked very poor and showed corrosion.

The build of the antenna was such that it was never meant to be either serviced or
disassembled so there was no hope for any fix and we have decided it is time to get a new
antenna. Mike ordered one and quickly received a brand new DP-CP22E VHF collinear from
the Com-Centre in Auckland.
Mike then performed some final tuning steps (that turned out to be quite tricky) and then
waterproofed and secured all. The old RG213 cable has been replaced with good quality
LMR-400 and new high quality connectors.
On a sunny morning Mike installed the new antenna at the repeater site and since then we
get amazing good reports. The best one I have heard was that someone covered the
repeater from inside the Puhoi tunnel. Good reports from Wellsford to South Auckland are
all reassuring that we did a great job with the new aerial.

Thank you Mike - You are a great and competent Repeater Trustee!
Date: February 2018
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A great feature of our Club is diversity.
Some of us collect old valve (tube) radios or transmit AM, while others collect the latest
gadgets from the internet (e.g. stamp-size transmitters) or roam the HF spectrum in digital
modes maybe even talk to others via moon-bounce.
We have members that have contacted and talked to the world on all possible modes and
frequencies. Some of our gadgets are very modern and some are very old.
Have an online look (Internet) at our members and you will be surprised how much
competency we bring up together.
For example, check out Mike’s QRZ page and see how greatly he arranged his shack and
surroundings.
Or go the KIWI-SDR site and find there a link to Ross’-ZL1DRB webpage providing us with
live SDR reception around the greater Auckland/Northland region.
Try finding someone out there who does not know either Ken-ZL1KEN or Mike-ZL1MRC from
ZL-Land . Many of us have made good and lasting contacts everywhere on the globe.
With our combined skills and knowledge we can conquer many challenges – I belief that is
great and worth being noticed.
Well – whenever there is a new gadget popping up on the Chinese market – you can be sure
that either Mike or Ross or both already have it or at least know about it. 
In the name of all – thank you for bringing those new acquisitions to the meetings so we can
admire and scrutinise them with envy eyes.
Ross organised us the admin rights for the ZL1ROD entry in the QRZ webpage. He is
managing the entry at QRZ.com since then.
Ross is also currently reviving an old spare repeater and duplexer that would help us as a
backup and/or temporary repeater.
We owe Mike and Ross a big applause for their extra time, work and dedication given to us.
Please do not forget about our members who stay in the background most of the time.
Not being able to come to the meeting they still support us one way or another. I am
talking about Andrew-ZL1ACP, Cecil-ZL2BCB, John-ZL1BEY, Rob-ZL1RD, Ron-ZL1RON,
Rowan-ZL1UIS and many more.
I am grateful because they are loyal to our Club although being away. So let me send out
our Best Wishes and 73 to wherever you are right now!
What I really love about our Club is that every member is doing something for us and offers
help. Everyone is somehow involved and this is nice!
John-ZL1BDY, Alan-ZL1ABL and Gavin-ZL1GAM are our regular participants of the weekly
730-net and save our repeater from getting rusty. Please keep it going.
I encourage everyone to participate if possible. – it is Thursdays at 19:30 on 147.300MHz.
In November, Gavin and I carpooled to the Equipment Sale in Avondale, organised by Branch
#3 the Western Suburbs Radio Club.
A great sale with lots of “stuff” available. It was well organised and we had good chats with
other HAMs. Sure, we all carried back a little “don’t tell my XYL”-thing.
We met Ross-ZL1DRB and Richard-ZL1DP there too. Thumbs up – well done!

Date: February 2018
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By the way - There are 2 places where you always find Richard ->vintage radio sales and at
our meetings . Richard knows a lot of good stuff regarding old radios and he always
comes to our meetings for having good talks and sharing his stories.
On Friday the 15th December we met at the RSA in Warkworth for having our traditional
Christmas Lunch.
Unfortunately not many members could make it that day. However we, Alan Paul Ken &
Mike, had a good time and we agreed that we want do it again every year.

It is great fun and social.
Good food is served.
Easy to find and good parking.
Thanks to all attending!
I can’t wait for the next one



Throughout the year we had very nice entertainment and education sessions in each case
provided by Alan who took on his Education and Entertainment role very seriously and
professionally.
We also enjoyed many interesting talks, discussions and members’ presentations.
Thanks everybody for being part of our great Club – The Rodney Amateur Radio Club

Date: February 2018
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There is one more thing that I would like to talk about - right now….:
SHACK-TOUR

Over the time I witnessed how some of our loved members became Silent Keys and the
sadness that was brought to the families. In such times nobody wanted to think about
radio amateurs. Within short time however the cleaning up days came and the family
maybe didn’t know about the real values of the equipment left and what to do with it.
Therefore I would like to encourage EVERY ONE OF OUR CLUB to discuss within their families
what should be done with their amateur radio equipment when SK. Nobody knows it as well
as we do, so let us tell our loved ones what goodies we have stored in the shack and what
they are worth.
Let them also know what you want them to do with it after you become SK. A list would be
great but at the very minimum have your partner having a quick guided tour through your
“laboratory” (the little playground we call shack).
It will cost you 10 minutes and it could save your family many hours of trouble.
Gavin-ZL1GAM was the one who triggered that idea in me – One day, on a meeting in May
2016, he told me that when becoming SK, he wants his HAM equipment to be donated to
the Club for auctioning to the members. He will make sure his family will know that and
what to do.
I am very impressed about Gavin’s forward planning. It is remarkable and noble to think
beyond your own death.
So let’s get up and do it RIGHT NOW !!! –> Take your partner and show your Shack <!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YES – I mean it –

DO IT RIGHT NOW (it’s only 10minues)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

????? did you do it ?????

Date: February 2018
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OUTLOOK 2018
My Vision and Plans for 2018
I don’t want to have too many visions or beliefs that are too hard to realise.
Here are 3 points I would like to focus on and fulfil this year:




Create Duty List for each Office
Improve Online Presence and Representation
Have Exchange & Fun at the Meetings

I want to create a list with every task to be done per office holder. This will make it easier to
ask someone new taking-on one of those office roles. For example, the Secretary’s list
should outline about the license fees to be paid, addresses to be confirmed, mailing lists for
correspondences, etc. .
In other words - a list with the usual tasks to be performed for that Office.
Our Webpage already looks very nice and already got several upgrades. What still can be
improved is the topicality of the information shown.
This is OUR challenge and not the editor’s task. We need to feed the webpage with topical
information.
We recently got a new member with sound knowledge in IT. My vision is that we have a
local contact interfacing and collaborating with Ron our Webmaster (currently overseas).
Facebook representation would also be nice for us but we all agreed that it needs to be
managed and regularly updated. We will give it a green light as soon as we find our
volunteer “online champion”.
I have already mentioned our great diversity of interest and skills. Bringing them to our
meetings creates excitement and fun.
I would like to encourage everyone to bring
and show us stuff from their “playgrounds”.
The more diverse the better.
We love to see those old valve
radios, power supplies,
walkie-talkie, kits and linears.
We are also keen to
listen to your talks, reports
or experiences.
I am keen and look forward for all these
interesting moments we are going to have in 2018.
I want to thank everyone for supporting our radio communication passion.

73 and a successful 2018!
Paul Kaufmann – ZL1PAK
President of the Rodney Amateur Radio Club, Branch #71 NZART

Date: February 2018
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